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ABSTRACT 

A computer-based model was developed to simulate the organized fenc
ing of stolen goods. The fencing model incorporated the basic components 
of organized fencing, was driven by dynamics which were consistent with 
current marketing theory, and provided periodic summary reports of theft, 
fencing and customer activity. The model was designed to provide the crim
inal intelligence analyst with a framework for, first, describing organized 
fencing from available data, and, second, manipulating the components of 
fencing activity to gain understanding and, ultimately, to make predictions. 

The approach consisted of reviewing what was known about organized 
theft and fencing, using this background to develop a conceptual model, and 
then refining and programming the model for computer execution. After con
ducting preliminary computer runs to identify and correct coding errors and 
computational problems, 13 simulation ru~s were completed under varying in
put conditions. Four of these runs are described in this report to illus
trate the simulation model and to demonstrate model sensitivity. 

Although the project was preliminary in nature and of limited scope, 
the results suggested that computer simulation is a potentially useful tool 
for the analysis of organized crime. The development of the model itself 
forced analysts and specialists to face issues and questions at a greater 
level of detail than before. Furthermore, simulation runs made with the 
fencing model illustrated how the dynamics of organized criminal activity 
might be examined and, consequently, how the results of siml,~'iation experi-

<, 

ments might aid the development of strategic countermeasuy,es. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report describes the development and application of a computer 
program designed to simulate the criminal activities involved in organized 
fencing. This report, together with the report, A Computep-based Ppogram 

for Criminal Intelligence Analysis (Harris and Ford, 1975), make up the 
final report of a project directed toward the systematic identification 
of law-enforcement intelligence analysis needs, and the development of ways 
to satisfy those needs with available technology. An earlier report, Advanced 

Analysis Aids Requirements and Concepts (Harris, de Mille, Sjovold, and Ford 
1975) described the identification of intelligence analysis needs and pre
sented a set of candidate analysis concepts to be developed to satisfy the 
needs identified. One sub-set of concepts led to the computer-aided crim
inal intelligence analysis program described in the companion report. An
other sub-set of concepts led to the computer-based simulation of organized 
fencing described here. In addition to the publication of this report, 
computer programming was developed and was delivered separately for imple
mentation of the simulation model at the Law Enforcement Consolidated Data 
Center (LECDC), for further development and use by the Organized Crime and 
Criminal Intelligence Branch (OCCIB), California Department of Justice, in 
Sacramento, California. 

The project reported here was a preliminary effort to examine the 
feasibility and usefulness of developing computer-based simulations of or
ganized criminal activity. Both the budget and time available were severely 
limited; for example, the entire effort was completed in about two months. 
Consequently, although the effort did result in a working, all-computer sim
ulation of organized fencing, thb scope of the project was not sufficient 
to design and incorporate ~hi.~ human factors engineering required to develop 
a tool sufficiently refined to be generally useful. However, modifications 
can be made as the simulation model is tested and used by OCCIB specialists. 

NATURE OF COMPUTER SIMULATION 

Essentially, simulation consists of playing around with an imitation 
to find out how the real thing really works; text book definitions,however, 



are somewhat more elegant. For example, Abelson (1968) defines simulation 
as the exercise of a flexible imitation of process and outcomes for the 
purpose of clarifying or explaining the underlying mechanisms involved. 
In his primer on simulation, Barton (1970) says that simulation is the dy
namic execution or manipulation of a model of a real system for some purpose. 
Others, of course, provide additional definitional variations; however, the 
components of imitation, manipulation, and comprehension seem to be present 
in most, 

The simulation of organized fencing described in this report employs 
an all-computer simulation. An all-computer simulation is one wherein the 
model and the means of manipulating it are entirely contained within a com
puter system. This is not to say, of course, that all simulations have to 
be computer based. Many types of simulations do not require a computer 
at all; in others, there is only a partial role for the computer, such as 
simulations in which humans and computers interact. 

Computer simulations, like other tools and aids, are useful for some 
purposes but not for others. Since simulations permit the manipulation of 
variables and the observation of the results of the manipulations, they can 
be used for conducting experiments. For example, conditions related to 
organized crime might be varied to determine their impact on the nature and 
extent of criminal activity. We might find that small changes ;n Condition 
A have significantly greater impact than large changes in Condition B. Ex
trapolation of these results to real life might suggest that certain law
enforcement countermeasures will be more effective than others. 

Simulation works best when the analyst knows a great deal about the 
specific aspects of some type of criminal operation, but needs help in re
lating the specific details to the overall system. Thus, simulation serves 
as an aid to organizing information about criminal systems and gaining under
standing as to how the systems operate. Naturally, the organization of 
information and the understanding of the systems puts the analys'c.,ifl tt": 
position to make predictions about what will happen when conditions change. 

Simulation, on the other hand, is not very useful in the analysis or 
investigation of specific cases. Simulation does not provide an effective 
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way of going beyond the present knowledge held by an analyst or investigator. 
Consequently, simulation would not be effective in selecting targets, in 
identifying key individuals in organized criminal operations, in assessing 
the value of evidence, in describing the method of operation employed by a 
particular criminal group, or in any other supportive capacity to developing 
inferences or collecting evidence relative to specific cases. 

ORGANIZED FENCING 

Fencing appears to be a relatively s'imple, easily understood type of 
criminal activity. Four types of people are involved--victims, thieves, 
fences, and customers. Thieves steal from victims, sell the stolen property 
to fences who in turn funnel it to various customer outlets which sell the 
goods to the ultimate consumer. However, according to most law enforcement 
agencies and investigative bodies who have examined the problem, fencing is 
one of the most under-rated and infrequently prosecuted of all criminal acti
vities (Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 1974). The professional 
fence, by performing the middleman function, plays a critical role in this 
system. 

In one of the few studies conducted recently to assess the nature 
and scope of organized fencing, the New Mexico Governor's Organized Crime 
Prevention Commission (1974), in cooperation with the Albuquerque Police 
Department, conducted a research project to determine the nature and extent 
of organized fencing operations in Albuquerque, New Mexico. About 200 fences 
were identified in Albuquerque. About 180 of these fences were categorized 
as amateurs who operate small businesses for their primary income; the re
maining 20 were classified as professionals for whom fencing was a major 
source of income, and was practiced with continuity. At the time of the 
report, typ1es of commodities receiving priority from thieves and fences were 
jewelry, clothing, television sets, business machines, automobiles, fire
arms, tools, and various types of mechanical equipment. The professional 
fences know the market; and what the market wants is quickly communicated 
to interested thieves. It was not unusual for a fence to communicate his 
specific needs or even to pinpoint the target to a thief. Furthermore, 
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successful fences develop their own string of thieves through a process of 
screening and testing. Thieves can be readily dropped by fences because 
the testimony of a thief against a fence is of limited value; it merely 
consists of the thief's word against that of the fence. Also, drug addic
tion gives the fence a valuable advantage; he has little difficulty manipu
lating an addict who must steal to satisfy his habit. 

The New Mexico study concluded that leading fences have the following 
features: 

• well established business covers, 
• connecting or alliance with thieves who can be readily used and 

disposed of, 
• penetrations or connections in the criminal justice system, 
• availability of legal expertise, 
• continuity in conducting illegal transactions, 
• excellent networks of sources in the business community, 
• expertise in concealing funds and records, 
• good systems for insulating themselves from exposure to prosecution, 

and 
• contacts outside of the state. 

Probably the most extensive study of a single fence was conducted by 
Klockars (1974). To complete the study, Klockars regularly visited the fence 
at his home and his place of business for over a year, meeting customers, 
friends, and relatives. From the information collected, he described the 
fence's 25 successful years in buying and selling stolen property. Although 
this report provides a significant amount of insight into fencing operations, 
particularly those of a fence like the individual described, it is only mar
ginally helpful in defining organized fencing as a system. 

In a preliminary attempt to provide a. systems orientation to organized 
fencing, Roselius and Benton (1971) concluded that legitimate marketing theory 
can serve as the foundation for building a theory of the distribution of 
stolen property. They concluded further that such a theory is necessary if 
law enforcement officials are to make sUbstantial advances in blocking and 
investigating the traffic in stolen goods. Professional and organized thieves 
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and fences face a formidable marketing task in general, and especially so 
in the case of large scale cargo thefts. Because the marketing problem is 
complex, the fence must make an overt attempt to solve it. Once he does, 
his behavior pattern becomes predictable by use of marketing theory and 
concepts, providing police agencies an approach to attacking crimes of theft 
and fencing by attacking their logical marketing practices. 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND RISKS OF THE PROJECT 

Because the simulation project represented a pioneering effort in 
the area of criminal law enforcement, there were associated risks as well 
as potential benefits. To become a useful, analytical tool, the organized 
fencing simulation model must evolve through substantial testing, refinement, 
and human factors engineering. However, the project budget and time limita
tion precluded this systematic development. Thus, the primary risk was not 
one of developing a working simulation, but rather one of advancing far 
enough to provide the basis for ultimately developing a generally useful 
tool, and at the same time to provide sufficient assessment of how useful 
a tool of this type might be if fully developed. 

In spite .:~ the risks involved, the project appeared warranted for 
several reasons. '~~,-:\st, the potential benefits were great. Intelligence 
analysts, particularly those at the State level, are in need of techniques 
that will aid them in understanding and explaining to others the dynamics of 
complex criminal activities. Success in other areas had suggested that sim
ulation models might be of help in meeting these needs within law enforce
ment. Thus, at a minimum, the project could provide a preliminary test of 
this hypothesis. 

Second, the success of law enforcement efforts over the long term 
appear to depend on the selection of appropriate strategies, as well as the 
utilization of effective tactics. Emphasis at this time, however, continues 
to be primarily on tactics. ~~mulation models which provide the framework 
for building theory, manipulating models of total criminal systems, and 
predicting the effects of change might help emphasize and support strategic 
i ntel1 i gence. 
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Finally, the need for more efficient law enforcement training methods 
is likely to grow as criminal activities become more complex and sophisticated. 
Traditional classroom methods need to be replaced or supported by IIhands-on" 
training techniques. These techniques are appropriate whether the training 
objectives are to impart knowledge, develop skills, or modify attitudes. 
One innovation that might help satisfy this need is the use of computer-based 
simulations for purposes of demonstration and manipulation under controlled 
instructional conditions. Although the adaptation of a simulation model for 
this purpose is outside the scope of the project, the steps taken within the 
project might help test the feasibility of the concept and might provide a 
basis for an extension into the training area. 

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

The primary objective of the project was to develop a basic, working, 
all-computer simulation of organized fencing. The intent was to encompass 
the primary entities, events, and relationships that comprise organized 
fencing at the professional level. Furthermore, it was intended that the 
simulation be adaptable to the OCCIB/LECDC computer facility in Sacramento. 

However, the simulation model produced by the project would not be 
sufficiently refined for use, generally, by intelligence analysts. The scope 
of the project was insufficient to design and incorporate the human factors 
engineering required to develop such a tool. In short, the project was 
designed to develop a simulation in a specified area of criminal activity, 
organized fencing, for the purpose of eXQmining the feasibility and potential 
usefulness of computer simulation to criminal intelligence analysis. 
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APPROACH 

The approach consisted mainly of reviewing what is known about 
organized theft and fencing, and using this background to develop an all
computer simulation of the main components of organized fencing. When 
OCCIB decided to initiate the computer simulation of some aspects of organ
ized criminal activity as one of the objectives of the overall project, 
the specific criminal area had not as yet been selected. However, a ration
ale for the use of computer simulation, a review of related research, and an 
outline of the approach to be employed had been completed during the first 
phase of the project; these results were reported earlier (Harris, deMille, 
Sjovold, and Ford, 1975). 

SELECTION OF ORGANIZED FENCING 

Three main criteria were employed during the process which resulted 
in the selection or organized fencing. The first was the potential impact 
of the resulting simUlation on OCCIB objectives. Several review and plan
ning sessions were conducted by OCCIB analytical and research personnel to 
review their current operations and objectives in light of the proposed sim
ulation project. As a result, two candidate criminal areas were given the 
highest priority--organized urban terrorism, and organized fencing. For 
different reasons--one of public security, the other of economic impact-
these areas were being given increasing attention by California law enforce
ment agencies and, in particular, the California Department of Justice. 

The second criterion was the availability of knowledge and data rel
ative to the criminal activity. Since both areas had received recent atten
tion and study, they both had an associated data base. However·, neither data 
base was really complete for purposes of simUlation. 

It was mainly with respect to the third criterion that organized 
fencing was selected over organized urban t(:rorism. That criterion was 
the extent to which existing knowledge, data, and the nature nf the criminal 
activity yielded to computer simulation. In other words, the extent that 
simulation could be used to gain an understanding of the criminal activity 
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and, ultimately, to help predict trends and develop countermeasures. A 
review of the two candidate areas suggested that organized fencing pro
vided the greatest potential for computer simulation. This area was most 
like a system for which the components, relationships, and operations could 
be defined and imitated through computer programming. Organized fencing 
was more like the kinds of systems for which computer simulation had been 
successful in the past than was organized urban terrorism. 

MAJOR PROJECT TASKS 

1. Organized Fenaing Review 

Descriptions and data were collected on organized fencing. A review 
of the literature was completed and interviews were conducted with researchers 
and analysts who were currently studying organized fencing. Actually, these 
two avenues of information collection interacted with each other because 
the literature identified persons to contact, and persons contacted sug
gested additional documents which might be helpful. Even so, in spite of 
its lengthy history and its s'ignificance as a current problem, relatively 
little was found to be published on the subject, and few appeared to be 
actively studying the problem. A literature search was requested from the 
National Criminal Justice Reference Service; the indexes of the National 
Technical Information Service were reviewed for the previous three years; and 
a visit was made to Dr. Ted R. Roselius, and Dr. Douglas Benton at Colorado 
State University. Drs. Roselius and Benton authored the previously cited 
report on market,ing them'y and the fencing of stolen goods under a Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration grant, and were, at the time of the 
visit, completing a study directed toward the development of a marketing 
model for organized fencing. In addition, Mr. Larry McNeely and Mr. Ken 
Brown of the Crime Patterns Analysis section, oCCIB, were interviewed. 
McNeely and Brown were currently studying the problem of fencing in California 
and were analyzing specific cases of organized fencing. 

2. Development of ~ Preliminary ModeZ 

Based upon the information collected through literature review and 
interviews, a preliminary model of organized fencing was developed. The 
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model was developed infive steps. The first step consisted of listing for 
,\ ch major component of the rnodel--vi ctim, thief, f~nce, and customer--the 
variables which might need to be incorporated. Second, the events in which 
these components would engage during theft tWa fencing activities were de
fined. Third, preliminary mathematical expressions of the relationships 
among the components of the model, associated variables, and the events were 
formulated. Fourth, a flow chart was constructed to depict the flow of com
puter calculations during a simulation run. The preparation of the flow 
chart served several purposes: it helped clarify and refine some of the 
preliminary concepts~ it was used as a description of the model during its 
presentation end. ~~view with aCCIB. Finally, a refinement of the flow dia
gram served as the starting point for programming the simulation model. 

3. Rf:r:,ftement of the Simulation Model 

The model was refined by the project staff in conjunction with the 
model review and data input by aCCIB specialists. In meetings at Santa 
Barbara and Sacramento, the model was presented, discussed, and modifications 
recommended. In addition, in a joint working session, available information 
was collected and organized for purposes of model refinement and computer 
programming. These data were the type that an analyst would use to set up 
simulation runs. They helped the project staff in designing the simulation 
with respect to the scope and type of data the model must handle. Finally, 
thief, fence, and customer structures were refined and detailed; mathematical 
expressions were made explicit; and event generation and status up-d~te 
sequences were refined. 

4. Computer Programming 

The model was programmed for computer execution. Programs were de~ 
signed and coded for the CDC 64aa computer at General Research Corporation 
in Santa Barbara; however, programs were designed with adaptation on aCCIB/ 
LECDC computer facilities in mind. 

5. Execution of Preliminary Simulation Runs 

Preliminary computer runs were conducted to identify and correct any 
coding errors and computational problems. Then, when assured that the 
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programming was computationally correct, the simulation was initialized 
and permitted to run for specified periods of time. At the end of each 
period, printouts describing system status and flow were obtained and 
reviewed. Of particular interest were indicators of out-of-balance con
ditions and trends which did not appear to be realistic. The results 
were employed to make modifications in both the model and the computer 
programming. 

6. Sensitivity Testing 

Eight simulation runs, each one year in length, were completed to 
examine the sensitivity of the simulation model. The cases differed from 
each other with respect to variables which might affect the obtainable 
measures of criminal activity, such as theft rate, value of goods stolen 
per theft, and so on. Results were obtained, charted, and compared as a 
means of examining the model sensitivity. As a result of this testing, 
some modifications were made in the model, primarily in the mathematical 
expressions. 

7. Final ComputeT' PT'ogT'amrning 

The computer programming was finalized on the CDC 6400 computer at 
General Research Corporation in Santa Barbara. To illustrate the simula
tion model and computer programming in its final form, a series of five 
different simulation runs were designed and executed. As before, the simu
lation set up and the parameters employed were changed from run to run to 
examine the sensitivity of the model. The results of four of the simulations 
are used later in this report to illustrate the type of results obtainable. 

8. ProR~am Adaptation at OCCIB/LECDC 

Guidance was provided to OCCIB and LECDC personnel in adapting the 
simulation model for use at the OCCIB/LECDC facilities in Sacramento. The 
first step of the adaptation was to program the model for execution on the 
IBM 360 computer at the University of CalifOrnia, Santa Barbara. The IBM 
360 computer was considered comparable to LECDC's Spectra 70 computer in . 
Sacramento. The resulting programming and associated materials were then 
packaged and delivered to LECDC. 
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FENCING MODEL 

The fencing model incorporates the basic components of organized 
fencing, is driven by dynamics which are consistent with current marketing 
theory, and reports summary statistics of theft and fencing activity. The 
major components of the model are: commodity types, thieves, fences, cus
tomers, theft events, fencing events, and mathematical expressions of inter
relationships. The flow of activity is initiated when a thief steals some 
amount of a commodity and sells it to his fence. The fence, in turn, sells 
as much as he can of the stolen goods to the customer who offers the most 
favorable price. The flow of activity is influenced by many factors, in
cluding the risk associated with stealing different types of commodities, 
the type of thief, the needs of the thief, the market price of the commodity, 
the time since the last theft by any given thief, the financial resources 
of the fence, the proportion of market price paid to the thief, the propor
tion of market price obtained by the fence, the customers turnover rate, 
the maximum supply of stolen goods each customer will keep on hand, the 
relative numbers of thieves, fences and customers, and the minimum returns 
below which the thief will not steal and the fence will not sell. 

The model provides the analyst with the framework for, first, describ
ing organized fencing from available data, and, second, manipulating the 
components of organized fencing to gain understanding and make predictions. 
This section of the report describes the fencing model in terms of the as
sumptions upon which it was based, its main components, the input data re
quired, the processing of theft and fencing events, and the summary report
ing provided. The components and flow of the fencing model are diagrammed 
in Figure 1; they will be described in detail in this section of the report. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

As with any simulation model, particularly one developed where know
ledge is incomplete and where a theoretical framework is yet to be formulated, 
many assumptions are required. A number of the more detai1ed assumptions 
will be revealed later in descriptions of theft event and fencing event pro
cessing. At the outset, however, a couple of the main assumptions which 
define the nature and scope of the model are discussed. 
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Figure 1. Fencing model operational flow. 
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Saope of the ModeZ 

In attempting to simulate organized fencing, scope is one of the 
first questions to be faced. How encompassing shOl~ld the simulation be? 
Should the focal point be on a single fence and include only those other 
components that interact with this fence; or should the simulation encom
pass all the thieves, fences, and customers within a city, county, state, 
country, or the world? Obviously, it is necessary to draw the line some
where, if for no other reason than that of practicality. 

The assumption made was that the capability to employ appropriate 
ratios among thieves, fences, and customers be the overriding consideration. 
The simulation model should incorporate a sufficient number of each to per
mit the analyst to set up most any fencing simulation with realistic ratios 
among numbers of thieves, fences, and customers. To this end, estimates 
were obtained from aCCIB specialists regarding the numbers of thieves, 
fences, and customers engaging in the traffic of the major commodities being 
fenced. On the basis of these estimates, then, the simulation model was 
designed to incorporate as many as 200 thieves, 20 fences, 100 customers, 
and 10 different commodities. Should the analyst wish to extrapolate sum
mary statistics, such as theft rate, to a particular geographic area, such 
as the State of California, appropriate multipliers can be used. For example, 
if the simulation run was conducted at a "scale reduction" of about one-tenth, 
estimates could beierived for the simulated area by multiplying the sta
tistics by 10. 

LeveZ of Fenaing 

The fencing model was restricted to organized fencing at the profes
sional level. In terms of this restY'iction, only those fences who devote 
themselves full-time to the receipt, brokerage, or distribution of stolen 
goods were included. Thus, the model focuses on only those fences who deal 
;n relatively large volumes of stolen merchandise and whose customers are 
retailers or wholesalers of the merchandise. Therefore, the type of fence 
who receives stolen merchandise from thieves, and who mixes stolen goods 
with legitimate goods ;n his retail or wholesale outlet is excluded from 
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this model except perhaps as a potential customer of a fence. Thus, the 
model assumes that any given thief "works for" a specific fence; that the 
fence distributes stolen goods to customers who are retailers or whole
salers; and that these customers, in turn, sell goods through legitimate 
or quasi-legitimate channels to the ultimate consumers. 

AppZication of Marketing Theory 

The model is based upon the assumption that organized fencing is 
sufficiently parallel to the distribution of legitimate goods to permit the 
application of certain aspects of conventional marketing theory. This prop
osition was studied by Roselius and Benton (1971). They concluded that 
legitimate marketing theory can serve as the foundation for building a theory 
for the distribution of stolen property. As thieves, fences, and customers 
engage in the distribution of stolen goods, they face many of the same prob
lems a legitimate businessman faces as he matches supply and demand. Con
sequently, they can be expected to use many of the same strategies and pro
cedures in solving these problems. For example, the amount of disequilibrium 
between the demand for and the supply of particular kinds of stolen goods, as 
reflected in pricing structures, is likely to have a predicable impact on 
the behavior of thieves, fences, and customers. 

MODEL COMPONENTS 

The components of the model are entities, events, and the mathematical 
relationships among variables which serve to drive the model. The components 
themselves will be described here; the dynamics of theft and fencing event 
processing will be described later. 

Entities 

Each of the 10 possible commodity types, 200 thieves, 20 fences', and 
100 customers are defined and described in terms of specified characteristics. 
The characteristics used to describe these four entities are presented below. 
Each commodity, thief, fence, or customer can be unique in terms of the values 
assigned; for example, each of the 200 possible thieves may be described dif
ferently in terms of thief characteristics. 

14 
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COMMODITY TYPE CHARACTERI:~ICS 

• MARKET PRICE (DOLLARS) 
The average retail price paid by consumers for com
modities of this type. 

It RISK FACTOR 
Estimates of parameters A and B in the expression for 
theft risk (R): 

A 
R = ~t + 1 + B 

where ~t = time since last theft for a specified 
thief. 
(The rationale and use of R will be described later.) 

• FENCE-CUSTOMER TRANSACTION TIME (DAYS) 
The time required to execute the sale of stolen goods 
from fence to customer. 

• PROPORTION OF MARKET PRICE TO THIEF 
The decimal fraction of the market price typically 
paid by fence to thief for that commodity type. 

• PROPORTION OF MARKET PRICE TO FENCE 
The decimal fraction of the market price typically 
paid by customer to fence for that commodity type. 

FENCE CHARACTERISTICS 

• CAPITAL (DOLLARS) 
The financial resources in dollars that the fence has 
available for his fencing operations. 

15 



THIEF CHARACTERISTICS 

• THIEF TYPE 
Thieves can be categorized as Type 1 or Type 2, based 
on amounts typically stolen. Distributions of amounts 
stolen are constructed from input data for each thief 
type, and each commodity type. Thus, when a thief is 
characterized as Type 1 or 2, that distribution is 
used in the generation of theft events involving that 
thief. 

• DOLLARS NEEDED PER DAY 
The dollar amount per day expended by the thief or, 
conversely, needed to be obtained by the thief through 
stealing. 

• FENCE NUMBER 
The numerical identification of the fence through 
which the thief disposes of his stolen goods. 

CUSTOMER CHARACTERISTICS 

• COMMODITY TYPE (NUMBER) 
The identification number of the commodity type in 
which that customer deals. 

• TURNOVER RATE (TIMES PER YEAR) 
Turnover rate is the measure of the number of times 
the inventory of stolen goods is sold out and replaced 
during the year. It is calculated by dividing annual 
sales by average monthly inventory. 

• MAXIMUM SUPPLY (NUMBER OF UNITS) 
The maximum number of stolen goods that the customer 
will have on hand at any time. 

16 
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Events 

Two types of events are incorporated into the mode1--theft events 
and fencing events. The theft event contains two actions: 1) the theft 
of some amount of one of the commodity types, and 2) the sale of the stolen 
goods by the thief to his fence. The particular commodity stolen is deter
mined from a consideration of several variables, including the fraction of 
market price paid to the thief, the risk factor, the distribution of quan
tity stolen for the designated thief type, and a random factor. The gen
eration and processing of the theft event in terms of these variables will 
be discussed later. 

The fencing event consists of the sale of stolen goods by the fence 
to a customer. For this event to occur, a fence must have some quantity 
of unfenced stocks on hand. When this is the case, the fence seeks out 
that customer which will give him the best price. This price is determined 
from a consideration of several factors, including the relationship between 
current supply and maximum supply for each customer, the market price, and 
the percentage of market price normally paid to the fence. The generation 
and processing of fencing events will be discussed in greater detail later. 

SIMULATION SET-UP AND DATA INPUT 

The main analyst activity in using the computer-based fencing model 
is setting up the simulation run; selecting the numbers of commodity types, 
thieves, fences, and customers; and specifying the characteristics of each 
of these entities. When these tasks have been completed and appropriate 
information entered into the computer, the simulation run can be executed. 
A copy of the Data Input Form designed for use in these set-up and input 
tasks is provided in the Appendix. 

The simulation run is set up by completing the first six items of 
the Data Input Form. In item 1, the length of the simulation run is spe
cified by directing the computer to stop the run after the designated number 
of days. Items 2 and 3 provide a means for obtaining event detail, if desired. 
Event Detail Reports provide a listing for each commodity type, in the 
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simulation, the last price paid to a fence by a customer for that commodity, 
and the quantities of each commodity type held by each fence and each cus
tomer after the most recent event. 

Items 4 and 5 permit the analyst to specify the nature of the simula
tion outputs. By means of item 4, the analyst can specify the time period, 
in days, for printing the Periodic Cumulative Summary Report. For example, 
by requesting a report every seven days the simulation printout will provide 
a report each seven days for the duration of the run. By means of item 5, 
the analyst can specify the number of periods to be covered by each Summary 
Statistics Report. If 26 periods are specified, for example, when the period 
is seven days, a report covering a total of 182 days will be printed each 
182 days, for the duration of the run. The two types of reports are described 
and illustrated later. 

Item 6 permits the analyst to specify a lower bound for the amount 
of money acceptable to the thief or fence for his goods. This bound is 
specified by the analyst in terms of a proportion of the Market Price. To 
understand how this lower bound operates requires defining different levels 
of a price structure. At the highest level is Market Price, the average amount 
paid for commodities of this type in legal transactions on the retail market. 
At the next level down is Illegal Market Price, that price which serves as 
a basis for calculating the amount paid by fence to thief and the amount paid 
by customer to fenc~. It is a function of the supply and demand conditions 
of illegal traffiCk;~q in the commodity type. Finally, the price that is 

JMJ...) 
paid by customer to ' hi·ef. during a specific transaction is called Market Cost. 
Market Cost is a specified proportion of the illegal market price. The amount 
paid by fence to thief is also a specified proportion of the illegal market 
price. 

To illustrate, then, the effect of establishing a lower bound as a 
proportion of Market Price, consider an example. Assume that the Market Price 
;s $500 per unit and that a lower bound of 0.5 of this amount has been estab
lished for an acceptable Illegal Market Price. Then, if the proportion of 
this price paid for' goods of this type, by customer to fence is 0.4 and by 
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fence to thief is 0.1, the fence would get $100 per unit and the thief 
would get $25 per unit at the lower bound. In other words, if the amounts 
received were less than these amounts, the thief would stop stealing and 
the fence would stop selling goods of this type. 

The remainder of the data input form is employed by the analyst to 
specify characteristics for commodity types, thief types, f~.,ces, and \'~Qves. 
These characteristics were described earlier. The main task for the ana~,~ 
is to enter data which will most accurately reflect the organized fencing 
system under study. Of concern here are the ratios of thieves to fences to 
customers, of describing the characteristics of the entities most accurately, 
and, within each entity, providing the most realistic distribution of existing 
characteristics. The first part of the computer printout for any simulation 
run provides a complete listing of the simulation run set-up and of the data 
input for each entity. 

THEFT EVENT PROCESSING 

A theft event occurs whenever any thief runs out of money. One of 
the characteristics of each thief in the simulation is the amount of money 
needed per day. This amount is subtracted each day from each thief's cash 
on hand. Thus, when the cash on hand reaches zero, the thief is ready to 
steal some more goods. 

In selecting the commodity type to be stolen, the thief examines 
the likely return from each different commodity type in the simulation run. 
This return is the thief's percentage of the Illegal Market Price established 
in the last transaction involving that commodity type. However, as discussed 
earlier, if the Illegal Market Price drops below a specified proportion of 
legal market price, the thief will not steal and the fence will not sell goods 
of that commodity type until the price is raised above that lower bound. 

The sequence of calculations and routines involved in processing theft 
events are outlined in the following paragraphs. The description of these 
steps will be largely conceptual to nature. Some of the detailed calcula
tions are either sufficiently complex to be beyond the scope of this dis
cussion or have been more appropriately included in the programming package. 
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1. An oddment is calculated for each commodity type. Oddments are 
essentially the same things as odds, within the context of probability; 
however, odds are defined and used only for the case of two events, whereas 
oddments are defined and used in cases of more than two events. For example, 
a statement that 'the odds are 3 to 2 in favor of Event A over Event B means 
that A will occur 3 times out of 5, and B will occur 2 times out of 5. Sim
ilarly, if the oddments for events A, B, and C are determined to be 3, 2, and 
5 respectively, the meaning conveyed is that Event A is likely to occur 3 
times out of 10, Event B 2 ti~23 out of 10, and Event C 5 times out of 10. 
The oddment for each commodity type is calculated from the expression below. 

ODDMENT = (THIEF DISCOUNT) (MARKET CLOSE) (AVERAGE AMOUNT STOLEN) RISK 

Where: 

THIEF DISCOUNT = Percentage of Market Close paid by fence to 
thief for the commodity type. 

MARKET CLOSE = The Illegal Market Price established in the 
last fence/customer transaction for the com
modity type. 

_ A 
RISK - 6t + 1 + B 

Where: A and B are coefficients estimated and 
input by the analyst for the commodity 
type, and 6t is the time since the last 
theft committed by the thief. 

AVERAGE AMOUNT STOLEN' = The estimate put in by the analyst of the 
average amount of the commodity stolen by a 
thief of a specified thief type (Type 1 or 
Type 2). 

2. Since an element of chance is involved in the ultimate selection 
of a commodity type by a thief, a random number is generated and employed 
along with the oddments in commodity type selection. Thus, although the 
commodity types with the largest calculated oddments are most likely to 
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be selected, introduction of the random number makes possible the selection 
of any commodity type included in the simulation. The selection process is 
as follows: First, a cumulative distribution is made of the calculated 
oddments. For example, assuming four commodity types are involved and that 
their oddments are calculated to be 420, 180, 670, and 80 the cumUlative 
distribution of these oddments would be as shown in the third column below. 

COMMODITY 
TYPE ODDMENT 
1 420 
2 180 
3 670 
4 80 

CUMULATIVE 
DISTRI!3UTION 

420 
600 

1270 
1350 

RANDOM NUMBER (1050) 
LESS DISTRIBUTION VALUES 

1050 - 420 = 630 
1050 - 600 = 450 
1050 - 1270 = -220 
1050 - 1350 = -300 

Second, a random number is selected between 0 and the sum of all the oddments, 
between 0 and 1350 in this case. Third, the number at each level in the cumu
lative oddment distribution is subtracted from the random number selected. 
For example, if the random number selected was 1050, the subtraction process 
would produce the numbers to the right in the fourth column. Note that 
there is a point in the distribution where subtraction results in a negative 
number. In thi s case, the subtracti on of 1270 from 1050 resulted in the neg
ative number -220. It is the corresponding commodity type, where the sign 
changes from positive to negative, Commodity Ty~e 3 in this case, that is 
selected for the next theft. 

3. The amount stolen by the thief is determined conceptually in a 
somewhat similar manner to the selection of commodity type, but requires 
mathematics significantly more complex. The process will be described gen
erally here; the mathemdtics and a detailed description of the methods are 
presented elsewhere (McGrath and Irving, 1973). From input data supplied by 
the analyst for average, minimum~ and maximum amounts stolen during thefts 
of the different commodity types, Beta distributions are generated for each 
thief type (Type 1 and Type 2) for each commodity type. These three numbers 
are used to define the parameters of the Beta distribution between the minimum 
and maximum values. The Beta distribution is shaped generally like a normal 
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curve and is constructed to be tangent to the x axis at the end points of 
the interval. Constructed in this way, the distribution can be used as a 
density function from which the number of goods stolen of a pRrticular com
modity type by a thief of specified type can be sampled. Thus, in essenti
ally the same manner that commodity types with larger oddments have greater 
likelihood of being selected, amounts stolen with greater densities on the 
Beta distribution will have a greater likelihood of being sampled. 

4. Having determined what is to be stolen and how much of it will be 
stolen, the theft is completed and the stolen goods are sold by thief to 
fence for the calculated amount. Then, the time is calculated for when that 
thief will have to steal again. 

5. If the fence to whom the goods were sold still has unfenced stocks, 
there will already be a fence event set up for him on the event list and no 
further action is required. Otherwise, a fence event ;s set up for this 
fence to start trying to pass the stolen merchandise along to his customers. 

6. With the processing of the theft event, appropriate components of 
the output array are incremented so that at the end of the correct time period, 
summary statistics can be produced. 

FENCING EVENT PROCESSING 

The fencing event consists of the sale of stolen goods by the fence to 
a customer. A fencing event can occur when a fence has unfenced stocks; it 
is typically kicked off by the receipt of goods from a thief. The operations 
which make up the processing of fencing events are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

1. A fencing event is initiated either upon receipt of stolen goods 
by the fence from a thief or when the fence has stolen goods on hand which 
have been left over, unfenced, from a previous theft. In fencing any com
modity type the fence considers each of his customers, one at a time, to 
identify the customer who will pay the highest unit price for stolen goods 
of that type. Of course, the fence rejects all customer' who will not pay 
an amount equal to or greater than the lowest acceptabl~ r~~chase price as 
discussed earlier. 
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2. The price any customer is willing to pay a fence for stolen goods 
of a specified commodity type ;s based upon the calculated value called 
r~rket Cost. Market Cost is a function of the Market Price for that com
modity type, the capacity of the customer to purchase additional stocks, 
and the fence discount. It is calculated from the expression below. 

MARKET COST = (ILLEGAL MARKET PRICE) (FENCE DISCOUNT) 

Where: 

ILLEGAL MARKET PRICE = (MARKET PRICE) (MAXIMUM SUPPLY - CURRENT SUPPLY) 
MAXIMUM SUPPLY 

in which: 

MARKET PRICE = Analyst input estimate of the average retail 
price paid on the legal market for commod)ties 
of that type. 

MAXIMUM SUPPLY = Maximum amount of stolen goods of that com
modity type that the customer will have on hand 
at any time. 

CURRENT SUPPLY = Supply of stolen goods of the commodity type 
that the customer has on hand at the time of the 
calculation. 

FENCE DISCOUNT = Proportion of the Illegal Market Price paid by cus
tomer to fence for stolen goods of that commodity 
type. 

The expression for Illegal Market Price simply reduces Market 
Price linearly as a function of the customer's current supply of stolen 
goods of that commodity type. If the customer has no goods of that type on 
hand, Illegal Market Price is equal to Market Price, and the fence would be 
paid his normal percentage of Market Price. However·, whenever the customer's 
current supply ;s greater than zero, Illegal Market Price will be less than 
Market Price, gOing to zero when current supply ;s equal to maximum supply. 
At that point the customer will refuse the purchase of any commodity of that 
type. Of course, as 4iscussed earlier, when Illegal Market Price gets below 
a level acceptable to the fence, the fence will refuse to sell to the customer. 
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3. In selling stolen goods to a customer, the fence selects the 
customer who will pay him the gpeatest doZZaP amount. Thus, the selection 
process takes 'into account the quantity the fence possesses and Market Cost, 
as well as the quantity which the customer is able and willing to accept. 
In executing the transaction, the customer pays the fence the designated 
Market Cost for that commodity type, adding to the fence's cash. Also, 
the appropriate amount of the commodity is transferred from the fence, add
ing that amount to the customer's stocks. If the fence still has stock re
maining, a future fence event is set up at a later time which is dependent 
upon the time delay for the type of commodity fenced. If the fence has no 
remaining stocks, then no future event is scheduled; the fence must wait 
for action by one of his associated thieves. Finally, if the fence is un
able to enter into a transaction because he cannot find a customer willing 
to pay an acceptable price for his goods, a new event is set up one day 
later and the processing of the current event is terminated. 

4. Customer stocks are reduced in accordance with the annual turnover 
rates which were put into the simulation by the analyst for each customer. 
Once each day the customer stocks are reduced by applying a multiplier (less 
than 1) calculated from the individual turnover rates. Customer stocks, of 
course, refer only to the stolen goods maintained by the customers, and not 
to the total customer stocks of the subject commodity type. 

SUMMARIZATION AND RtPORTING 

Two types of summary reports and a status deta'll report are avail abl e 
as simulation outputs. The types of reports desired, their number and fre
quency, and their periodicity are established during the simulation run set 
up. Use of the first five items on the data input form for this purpose was 
described earlier. 

The Periodic Cumulative Event Report provides cumulative statistics 
on theft activity, fence/customer activity, and customer data. The, types of 
information provided are listed here; examples of reports from a simulation 
run are shown in the next section of this report. 
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PERIODIC CUMULATIVE EVENT REPORT 
(Information provided for each commodity type) 

THEFT STATISTICS 
Number of thefts to date 
Dollar value of thefts to date 
Number of goods stolen to date 
Total dollars received by thieves to date 

FENCE/CUSTOMER ACTIVITY 
Average number of unfenced goods on hand 
Dollar value of stolen goods fenced to date 
Number of stolen goods fenced to date 

CUSTOMER DATA 
Average number of stolen goods held 
Average market cost 

A Summary Statistics Report is provided after each designated number 
of periods. Stated another way, after a specified number of Periodic Cumu
lative Event Reports are produced, a Summary Statistics report is provided. 
This report includes the information listed below for each commodity type. 

SUMMARY STATISTICS REPORT 
(Information provided for each commodity type) 

THEFT RATE PER DAY 
AVERAGE VALUE OF GOODS STOLEN PER THEFT 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF GOODS STOLEN PER THEFT 
AVERAGE DOLLARS RECEIVED BY THIEF PER THEFT 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF UNFENCED GOODS CARRIED BY FENCE 
AVERAGE VALUE OF STOLEN GOODS FENCED PER DAY 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF STOLEN GOODS FENCED PER DAY 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF STOLEN GOODS HELD BY CUSTOMERS 
AVERAGE MARKET COST 
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At any specified day in the simulation run, a designated number of 
Event Detail Reports can be obtained. Each report shows, for each commodity 
type, the amounts of stolen goods held by both fences and customers after 
the latest theft or fencing event. In addition, the report shows the clock 
time of the most recent event, the Illegal Market Price at the close of the 
last fence-customer transaction (Market Close) for each commodity type, and 
the two entities (thief, fence or customer) involved in the latest event. 
Examples of Event Detail Reports are provided in the next section of this 
report. 
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SIMULATION RUNS 

A total of 13 simulation runs were conducted to examine the oper
ation of the fencing simulation model. Four of these runs are used in this 
section to illustrate the different simulation outputs and to provide a 
preliminary demonstration of model sensitivity. 

The simulation set-up and most of the input data are the same for 
each of the four runs. However, the ratios of thieves to fences to customers 
was varied. Thus, differences found in the,Periodic Cumulative Event Reports 
and in the Summary Statistics Reports reflected the impact of these varia
tions only. The ratios for the four runs were as described below. These 

NUMBER OF: 
RUN THIEVES FENCES CUSTOMERS 
1 200 10 40 
2 100 10 40 
3 200 5 40 
4 200 10 20 

ratios are roughly comparable to ratios of numbers of thieves, fences, and 
customers estimated by OeCIB analysts for several different commo.dity types 
within the State of California. 

RUN SET-UP AND DATA ENTRY 

The runs were set up and the data for each run entered in accordance 
with the requirements of the Data Input Form. The information put in was 
printed out as one of the products of the simulation run. This printout, as 
currently formatted, is illustrated on the following five pages in Figure 2. 
The printout closely parallels the Data Input Form shown in the Appendix. 

One of the major limitations of this developmental effort was that 
there was insufficient time or funds available to design and test printout 
formats for conformance to human factors engineering principles; printouts 
were prepared in a manner that would facilitate the computer programming but 
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364.0 
180.0 

10 
7.0 
ZQtO 
0.:' 

4 
15.0.0 
700.0 
200.0 
350.0 

40 

SPECIFY CASE TIME. DAyS 
SPECIFY ST~RT OF I~TER~EDIATE EVENT UETAILt OAYS 
SPECIFy NU~BER OF EVENTS TO PRINT DETAIL FOR 
SPECIFY DAYS TO 3~ COVERED IN OUTPuT PERIOD PRINTOUT 
NUM6ER OF OUTPUT PERIOD$ WITHIN. SU.'1MARY REPORT. 
FRACTIO~ O~ USUA~ PRICE WHICH THIEF WILL ACCEPT 

NU~8ER OF COMMODITY TyPES 
6. Ii 0.25 00.1 

0.1 
0.32 
0.10 

0. • .25 
0.65 
0.80 

8. 1.0 0.5' 
9. 1.0 005 
8.0 1.0 IJO _0.65 

NUMBE~ OF CUSTO~E~S 

1 2.0 1500.0 
1 2.0 lSOO.Q 
1 200 1500.0 
1 2.0 1500.0 
1 2.0 1500.0 
2 4.0 5.0 
2 4.0 5.0 

CO~.TYPE,TURNOVE~,MAX.NO. 

CO"'.LTYPE, TURN.O vt. ~.t.f'1AX..lNO ,I 
CO~.TYPE,TURNOVER,MAX.NO. 
CO~.TYPE.TURNOVER.MAX.NO. 
CO"'. TYPE t.T!JRN.o~ERt_MAX .. NO. t _ 

CO"',TYPE,TURNOVER,MAX,NO, 
CO~.TYPE,TURNOVE~,MAX.NO. 

_. t'R~A.!.fi,QT l.!"!'ibf~J) 
PR.A.B,DT.T-D.F-D 
PR.AtA.Of,T-O,F-O 
PRtA~BJDIIT·DJf-D 

2 4.0 5.0 _ cp.., ... TYPE ,Jl)R.N.QYf.R.l.tt.A~_".L~.Q~ ________ .. _ .•. _. __ ~ 
2 4.0 S.O 
2 4.0 5.0 
3 52,0 lO.O 
3 5?.0 10.0 
3 52.0 10.0 
3 sa.o 10,Q 
3 52.0 10,0 
4 5.0 25.0 
4 S.O 25,0 
4 5.0 25.0 
4 5.0 25.0 
4 5,0 25.Q 
1 4.0 2000.0 
1 4.0 2000.0 

..~ 4 • 0 20 0 0 • Q 
1 4.0 2000.0 
1 4.0 2000.0 

COM.TYPE'TURNOVER,MAX.NO, 
COM.TYPE,TURNOVER,MAX.NO. 

.. C9~ .. JYP.E..~_T!HlliOVER ,MAX~ __ _ 
CO""TYPE'TURNOvER,~Ax,NO. 
CO~.TYPE,TURNOVE~,MAX.NO. 

----_ ... _._----. -.. 

CO:.., -,1J'I:'.E1.T U~NO VE R!J:1A.~.,.NQ_" .. _. ______ _ 
COM.TyPE.TURNOVER,MAx,NO, 
CO~.TYPE.TURNOVERoMAX.NO. 
CO~ J T YP.E.,.T.l)RNOVf,:_~_! MA.l<~I)l,Q., 
CO"'·TYPE'TURNOV~q,MAX.NO, 
CO"'.TYPE,TURNOVER,MAX.NO. 
CO_"'.!I.Yf.E.!rURNOV.EB.Lt-:1A~. NQ.t ...• ___ .. _._ .. ___ " __ . 
CO~.TyPE,TURNOvER,MAx.NO. 
COM. TYPE. TURNOVEih~~AX. NO. 
C_Q.~, J .YPE.,JVRNQYf:Rcj.r1AK.t.N.Q.!. _'. ___ .. _.,_ .. _____ .. .. 
CO"'.TyPE.TURNOVER.MAX.NO. 
CO~.TYPE,TURNOVE~,MAX.NO. 

Figure 2. Printout of data input for Run 2. 



N 
1.0 

2 8.0 20,Q 
2 8.0 20~0 
2 B.O 20.0 
2 8.0 20.0 
2 J.O 20.0 
3 104.0 100.0 
3 104.0 100~O 
3 104.0 100.0 
3 l04~O 100.0 
3 104.0 100.0 
'+ 10-0 50.0 
'+ 10'0 SO.u 
'+ 10.0 50,0 
'+ 10.0 50.0 
4 10'0 50.0 

NUMBER OF THIEF TYPES 

CO~!TYP£,TURNUVE~,MAX.NO. 
CO~.TYPE'TURNOVER,MAX.~O. 
CO~.TYPE,TURNOV~R,MAX.NO. 
r.: 0 ~ • T Y'" E , T URN 0 V E R , ,., A X .1\1 0 , 
CO '1. T Y P E , T U R ,\I 0 V E R , M A X • I~ 0 • 
CO"" • T Y P E , T URN 0 \I E R , 11 A X • IIJ 0 • 
CO"".TYPE.TURNOVER9MAX,~O. 
CO""~TYPE,TURN6vER,MAX_NO. 
CO"".TYPE,TURNOVER,MAX.NO. 
CO~'TYPEtTURNOVE~,MAX.N9~ 
CO""·TYPE,TURNOVER,MAX.NO· 
CO"".TYPE,TURNOVER,MAX.NO. 
CO"",TYPE,TURNOVEW,MAX.NO. 
CO~.TyPE'TURNOVER,MAX.NO. 
CO~.TYPE,TURNUVER,MAX.NO. 

2 
3000 

500 
7000 

15 

100 50 50 QJANTITIES PER THEFT .. TYPE 1 
10 20 10 ~Ow EN) OF RANGE 

1000 ~OO 100 HIGrl EN) OF RANGE 
3 5 3 QUANTITIES PER THEFT - TYPE 2 

5 1 1 1 LOW END OF ~ANGE 
___ .~CL tQ _20... 1 Q .•.• ~qGrl ~N.:l .OF R~~.§E 

10 NU~BER OF FENCES 
400000.0 PRESENT BA~KROLL 
200000.0 PRESENT 8A~~ROLL 
200000.0 PRESE~T BA~KROLL 
100000.0 PRESE~T BA~KROLL 
100000'0 PRESENT BA~KROLL 
400000-0 PRESENT 8A~KROLL 
200000,0 PRESENT BA~KRQLL 
200000'0 PRESENT ~A~KROLL 
100000-0 PRESENT 8A~KROLL 
100000'0 PRESENT BA~KROLL 

Figure 2. Printout of data input for Run 2 (continued). 
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100 NUMBER OF TfiIEVES 
1 1000.0 1 TYPE,MONEY NEED. FENCE 
1 1000.0 2 TYPE,MONEY NEEQ, FENCE 
1 1000.0 3 TyPE,MONEY NEED, rENCE 
1 1000.0 4 T Y P E • 1>1 0 N E Y NEED, r-"Et\JCt::. 
1 1000.0 5 TYPE t '...,ONE Y NE!:.D, FENCt:. 
2 100.0 1 TYPE, I~ONEY NEED, fENC~ 
2 100.0 2 TyPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 
2 100.0 3 TYPE,MONEY.NEED' fENCE 
2 100·0 4 TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCe. 
2 100.0 :, TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 
i!. 100.0 6 T Y f-' E , M 0 1\1 E y NEE D , FENCl::. 
2 100.0 7 TYPE • t~ONE V NEED, FENCe:: 
2 100.0 8 TYPE,I>10NEY NEEQ. rENCE 
2 100.0 9 TYPE.r~ONEY NEED, FENCl:: 
2 100.0 lO TYPE ,f~ONE Y NEED. rENC!::. 
2 100.0 1 TYPE,r.10NEY NEED, rENCI:: 
2 100.0 2 rYPE,MONEY NEED, fENCE 
2 100.0 3 TYPE.MONEY NEED' ""ENet:. 
2 100.0 4 TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 

w 2 100.0 5 TYPE,MQNEY NEED, fENCE 0 
2 100.0 6 TyPE,MONEy NEEO. FENCl::. 
2 100.0 7 TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 
2 100.0 8 TYPE,I-1UNEY N.EE.D.t FENcE 
2 100.0 9 TyPE,MONEy NEED, rENCE 
2 100.0 10 TYPE,MONEY NEED, fo'ENCE 
2 75.0 1 T Y P E ,('10 NE V. N.E.EQ, FENCE 
2 75.0 2 TyPE t t~ONE Y NEED t FENCl::. 
2 75.0 3 TYPE,MONEY NEED, fENCE 
2 75.0 4 TYPE ,MO"1E),. N._EfD t -YE~CE 
2 75.0 5 TyPE.MONEy NEED, fENCE 
2 75.0 6 TYPE,MONEY NEED. FENr.E 
2 75.0 7 TYPE,MON.EY ~.E~_Of .Ft:.NCE. 
2 75.0 8 TYPE,MUNEY NEED, FENCE 
2 75.0 9 TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE. 
2 75,0 10 TYPE, MONE Y NEED .• FENcE 
2 75.0 1 TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 

Figure 2. Printout of data input for Run 2 (continued). 



2 75-0 2 TYPE, i~ONE Y NEED, fENCE 
2 7S.0 3 T 'r'PE • :~ONE Y NEE.D, rENCE 
2 75.0 4 T Y P E. , 1-1 I,) N E Y NEED. r-ENCt 
2 75.0 5 T 'r' P t: , 1'-1 I,) N E Y NEED, fENCE 
2. 75.0 6 TYPE,MONEY NEtD, fENCE. 
2 ",5 It 0 7 TYPE,MONEY NEED. fENcE 
2 75.0 8 TYPE ,1'1IJNEY NEED, FENCE 
2 75.0 9 TYPE, r-lONE Y NEED. FENCe. 
2 75.0 10 TYPE,110NEY NEE-D, fENCE 
2 75.0 1 TYPE, l'lONE Y NEED, FENCE. 
2 75.0 2 TYr'E,"'IONEY NEED. FENCl:. 
2 7S,0 3 TYPE,MONEY NEED. F--ENCE 
2 75'0 4 TYPE,MONEY /\lEED, fENCE 
2 75.0 5 TYPE.MONEY NEED, FENCE 
2 50.0 1 r Y P E , r,10 N E y NEED, rENC!::.. 
2 50.0 2. TYf.)E ,~~I,)NEY NEED, FENCE 
2 50.0 3 TYPE,MONEY NEED, fENCE 
2 :'0.0 5 T v'PE, t-10NE Y NEED, FENCl:: 
2 50 'I 0 6 TYPE,MONE'( NEED. fENCE 
2 50.0 7 TYPE,MONEY NEED. FENCE 

w 2 50.0 8 rYPE ,MONEY NEED, FE.~CE 
--' 

2 5000 9 TYPE,MONEY NEED, fENCE 
2 50.0 10 TYPE,MONEY NEED .~ FENCe: 
2 50.Q .1 . TYPE,MQN£.Y NEED.' FE~Cf:. o· 

2 50.0 2 TYPE,MONEY NEED. FENCE 
2 50.0 3 TYPE.MONEY NEED. fENCE 
2 50.0 4 TYPE, MONf:.Y N~.E.!Lt . fEN{;;E 
2 50.0 5 TYPE,MONEY NEED, fENCE. 
2 50,,0 6 TyPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 
2 50.0 7 TYPE,MONEY NEEQ, ~-EN.C!:. 
2 50.0 8 TYPE,MONEY NEED, fENcE 
2 5000 9 TYP.E "MONEY NEED. FENCE 
2 50'0 10 Typ~,r'40t':JEY N.E~OJI". FEN..G;. 
2 50-0 6 TYPE,MONEY NEED, fENCE 
2 50.0 7 TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 
2 50.0 8 TyPE, ~~ONE Y NEf:Q, FEr;JC~ 

Figure 2. Printout of data input for Run 2 (continued). 
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2 50.0 9 TYPE ,t~ONE Y NEt:.l). FENCE 
2 :'0·0 10 TYPE,MONEY NEED. f'FNCE 
2 25.0 1 TYPE,I>10NEY NEE(J, I-ENCf. 
2 25.0 2 TYPE, I-lUNE Y NEE.D, I-ENCE. 
2 25.0 3 TYPE, 140NE Y NEE.(j, FENCl:. 
2 25.0 4 TYPE,MON£Y NI:.i.O, r EIKE. 
2 25.0 5 TYPE ,i-10NEY NEf:.D, FElo.JCE. 
2 25.0 6 T YP.E ,\vlONE Y NEt.Ci. FENCE 
2 25.0 7 TYPE ,MONEY NEE:.O, fENCE. 
2 25.0 8 TvPE,r"lONEY NEE.O, FEi'.JC!:. 
2 2'3.0 9 TYPE,rv10NEY NEED, FEr~CE 
2 25.0 lO T Y P F.. , i4 0 N E Y i'-Je:.t:D, FENCl:. 
2 25.0 1 TYPE ,1"10NEY NEED. FENCE 
2 25.0 2 TYPE, I~ONEY NE.E.D, FENCE 
2 25.0 3 TYPE ,t"O~EY t~EED , FENCE:. 
2 25.0 4 TYPE, ,t40N E Y NEt.f) , rENct: 
2 ?SeO 5 TYPE ,r-10NEY NE:.EO. FENCe=. 
2 25.0 6 T Y P.E , t~ 0 N E Y NE.ED. FEN,Ct:. 
2 25.0 7 T \'PE, !'~ONE Y NEED. FENCE 

w 2 25.0 8 TYPE,MONEY NEED. FENCE. 
N 

2 25.0 9 TYPE,MONEY NEED. FENCE 
2 25.0 10 TyPE ,r~ONE y NEED, FENCE 
2 25.0 5 Tl'PE,MONEY NEED, FENCl:. 
2 2,:>.0 6 T YPt;.I-lONEY NEED, FENCE 
2 25.0 7 TYPE,MONEY NEED. fENCt. 
2 25.0 8 TYPE,MONEY NErD, FENCE:. 
2 25.0 9 TYPE,MONEY NEED, FENCE 
2 25.0 10 TyPE, r-lONEy NEE-D, FENCl:. 

Figure 2. Printout of data input for Run 2 (continued). 



not necessarily analyst use. As a consequence, the clarity of formatting 
can be improved significantly. The printout of the data input is particularly 
in need of further development and refinement. 

As shown at the top of the first sheet of Figure 2, the simulation was 
run a total of 364 days; a pri ntout of event detail for 10 events was begun 
on the l80th day; the number of days to be covered in each Periodic Cumulative 
Event Report was specified to be 7; and the number of periods to be contained 
within each Summary Statistics Report was specified to be 26. Therefore, two 
Summary Statistics Reports were produced during the run--one at day 182, and 
the other at day 364. Finally, the fraction of Market Price which a thief 
or fence will accept as the lower-bound basis for proportional payment was 
specified to be 0.5. 

Commodity types and their characteristics are specified on the next 
four lines--jewelry (Commodity Type 1) on the first line, typewriters (Com
modity Type 2) on the second line, firearms (Commodity Type 3) on the third 

acteristics of each commodity type are provided in the six columns--Market 
Price, Risk Factor A, Risk Factor B, fence to customer transaction time, frac
tion of Illegal Market Price paid to thief, and fraction of Illegal Market 
Price paid to fence. 

Risk Factors A and B are estimates made by the analyst for use in the 
calculation of Risk employed, in turn, in the calculations to determine which 
commodity type will be stolen during the next theft. Risk is defined by 

the expression: 

A 
RISK = ~t + 1 + B 

Where: A and B are coefficients estimated and input by the 
analyst for each commodity type, and ~t is the time 
since the last theft committed by the thief. 

The idea is that some commodities are more risky to steal than others, 
and that risk dissipates somewhat for any given thief with the passage of time 
since the thief1s last theft. Consequently, values for A and B are selected 
to reflect the relative risk associated with stealing goods of each type 
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included in the simulation run. As shown on the first sheet of Figure 2, 
values of A and B were chosen for jewelry so that the maximum risk (when 
~t = 0) would be 7 (A + B = 6 + 1 = 7). The values of A and B were chosen 
for firearms so that maximum risk would be 10 at ~t = 0, (A + B = 9 + 1 = 10). 
As ~t increases, the Risk factor for each of these commodities would decrease, 
ultimately, down to a value of 1 in each case; however, the Risk factor for 
firearms would remain greater than that for jewelry until this minimum value 
was reached. Of course, values of B need not be the same for all commodity 
types, as they are in this run, so that commodity types may differ with re
spect to minimum risk values as well. 

The next section of the printout provides the characteristics put in 
for the 40 customers included in the simulation run. As indicated by the 
labels to the right of the three columns, Column 1 identifies commodity 
type; Column 2 provides turnover rate; and Column 3 provides maximum number 
of stolen goods that the customer will keep on hand at any given time. 

In the next section, the two thief types are defined for each of the 
four commodities. The average, minimum, and maximum numbers of goods stolen 
per theft of each commodity type is given for each of the two types of thieves. 
For example, in Column 1 the average number of goods stolen during a jewelry 
(Commodity Type 1) theft by Thief Type 1 is shown as 3000; the minimum number 
is 500, and the maximum number is 7000. 

In the next section, the initial bankroll for each of the 10 fences 
included in the simulation model are listed. 

Finally, the characteristics of each of the 100 thieves included in 
the simulation run--thief-type, money needed per day, and associated fence-
are presented. Thief-type is in Column 1, money need is in Column 2, and 
associated fence is in Column 3. 

PERIODIC CUMULATIVE EVENT REPORTS 

The first five Periodic Cumulative Event Reports printed for Simulation 
Run 2 are shown in Figure 3. Theft statistics, fence/customer activity, and 
customer data were accumulated and printed out for each period. Since the 
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Figure 3. First five Periodic Cumulative Event Reports for Run 2. 
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analyst specified a seven-day report period, information was accumulated and 
printed out each seven days. After the seventh day, when an output is 
printed, the slate is wiped clean and all values begin at zero at the begin
ning of the next period. 

The five reports shown in Figure 3 demonstrate some of the dynamics 
of the simulation model. As a function of the conditions which drive the 
theft and fencing events, there appears to be substantial variation in mea
sures from period to period. Of course, these five reports cover only the 
first 35 days of the simulation run, a period of time when conditions are 
not likely to be as stable as later in the run. However, reports printed 
at days 168, 175, and 182, shown in Figure 4, still reflect notable periodic 
differences. 

SUMMARY STATISTICS REPORT 

As requested for Run 2, Summary Statistics Reports were provided at 
day 182 and day 364. The report printed at day 182 is shown in Figure 4; 
it is the fourth report down from the top of the sheet. This report provides 
summary statistics for the data accumulated during the first 182 days of 
the simulation run. Average values are calculated from the accumulated data 
and presented for each commodity type in the Summary Statistics Report. 
For example, the rpport in Figure 4 shows that, for jewelry, an average of 
1.13 thefts per day took place; that the average value per theft was $9,495; 
that the average number stolen was 253 units; that the thief received $2,485 
on the average per theft, and so on. 

Each Summary Statistics Report is based only on the data accumulated 
for the number of periods specified by the analyst. That is, the report at 
182 days is based only on data accumulated during that 182 day period; the 
report provided at day 364 is based only on data accumulated from day 182 
through day 364. If a Summary Statistics Report for the entire 12-month 
period were required, the analyst would need to combine the two six-month 
reports. 
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P~E.,t::NT TH~E (DAYS) IS- 168 

----- ........ _--- .. HI'.:F T STATISTICS-------- ~---FENCE/CUSTOMER ACTIYITY-- ---CUSTOMER OATA----CI)MMQtJlTY NUM~ER JOLL f' ,lUMBER UOLLI\RS AVERAGE OOL.VALUI:. NUM6t::R AVE.ILLEG. MARKET TYPE rHEf'TS Y/'\'LU STOLEN RE.CEIVED UN·fE"lCEO FENC!:.D FENCEO HOLDIN(;S COST IAYE.) 
1 b oS ;.2 148 1113 72b 28432 1508 1231 18 2 a 0 0 0 t41 0 0 9 182 J 95 201038 1294 4b816 93 122894 1253 41 92 4 17 21868 96 17lo 15 6862 59 23 112 

PRESI:.NT TIME (DAYS) IS- 175 

-------------THEFT STATlSTICS-------~ ----FENCt/CUSTOMER ACTIVITY-- • .. -CUSTOME.R DATA----t..OMMODITY NUMtlER DOLLAP NIJM8E~ DOl.LARS AVt::RAGE DOL.VALUE Nu/~BEH AVE.ILLE.G. MARKET TYPE. THEFTS VALUE STOL!:;N RECE.IVED UN-FENCED fENCED FENCED HOl.OINGS COST (AVE) 
1 1 au, 23 H7 62C 200b7 lOS4 1220 19 Z 0 0 0 0 ' 139 4800 21 9 235 3 S9 101)43\1 628 2~2bO ,6,3 88361 921 28 98 '+ 12 31434 136 ?45S 21 9112 79 25 113 

PRESENT TlME (oAYS) IS .. 182 

-~---·-·-----ThEFr STAT 1ST lCS .. -,-"' .... ,-,~, -~~ .. fE~CE/CUSlOHER ACTlVITY" .. ---CUSTPMEH OATA----COMMOulT,( NU~1i.lER OOI.LAR NUMBER DOLLARS AVI::.HAGE DOI..VALUE NUMBER AVE.ILLEG. MARKET TYPE THEFTS VAI.UE STOLEN RECEIVED UN-fENCf.D FENCt::D FENCED HOt-DINGS COST lAVE) 

1 8 116255 3100 23619 7'29 38634 2030 1312 18 w 
2 5 9702 21 771 138 7291 31 10 177 ""-J 
3 102 2,34797 1467 53971 , 9,7, lO9637 1132 50 60 4 1 14~4 7 116 13 10072 66 28 112 
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COMMODITy THEFT RATE AVE.VAi..UE AVE.STOL.EN OOI.LARS RE- AvERAGe: VAL.FENCED NUM.fENCIW AVE.,II.LEG. MARKET TYPe. PER DA,Y PER THEfT PER THEFT C,f.IVED/THEFT l)N .. fENCt;\) PER DAY Pt.R DAY HOl-PINaS COST ( AVE.! 

1 1.13 94% 253 2485 375 6192 245 1211 18 i? .94 5314 12 44;:) az a8S 3 9 ;:08 3 13.43 1730 11 406 57 13681 140 31 97 4 1,77 1419 6 122 8 1311 10 23 116 

PRES!:.NT TIH!:. (DAYS) 15- 189 

------~----~-THE~r STATIST1C$-------· ---~FENC~/CUSTOMER ACTIVITY-~ ---CUSTOMER OATA----COMHODlTY NUMBER DOLl.AR t~UM8ER DOLLARS AVERAGE DOL.VALUE NUM8ER AVr.:.tLLEG. MARKET TYPE THEfTS VALUE STOLEN ReCEIVED l,lN--fENCED FENCED FENCED HOLDINGS COST (AVE) 

1 0 () Q () 526 38522 2021 1363 17 2 0 0 (J 0 138 0 0 8 214 3 70 14154;3 aas 33417 ft4 97M3 1012 28 110 4 1 13241 % 1036 is 4919 42 24 107 

Figure 4. A Summary Statistics Report together with surrounding Periodic 
Cumulative Event Reports for Run 2. 



EVENT DETAIL REPORTS 

Examples of Event Detail Reports are shown in Figures 5 and 6. In 
Figure 5, the status of fence and customer stocks is shown immediately 
after the transaction involving the sale of stolen goods from thief 72 to 
fence 7. This event took place at clock time 180.0999. 

The Market Cost (price paid to fence) at the most recent fencing 
event is shown for each commodity type on the first line; commodity type 
o.umber corresponds to the col umn. For exampl e, the Market Cost for type
writers (Commodity Number 2), $226.99, is shown in the second column. This 
is the amount that the customer paid the fence during the last transaction 
for stolen goods of that commodity type. 

The stocks of each commodity type held by fences are listed next in 
the appropriate columns. Although these numbers are each carried to some 
number of decimal places, this was done again only to facilitate the computer 
programming. The amounts of stolen goods shown to be held by each fence 
should be rounded to the nearest whole number. For example, the number of 
items of Commodity Type 1 held by the first fence is 3,340, not 3,339.852. 

The customer stocks of stolen goods are listed at the bottom of the 
sheet; however, they are not listed in columns according to commodity types 
as are the fence stocks. Due to the way that the data were entered for these 
simulation runs, commodity types are differentiated by rows--Commodity Type 
1 in Row 1, Commodity Type 2 in Row 2, Commodity Type 3 in Row 3, and Com
modity Type 4 in Row 4. The same sequence is then repeated again in the 
bottom four lines. As in the case of the fence stocks, these numbers should 
be rounded to the nearest whole number for purposes of interpretation and 
data analysis. The first listed customer, for example, holds 1,251 units 
of Commodity Type 1, not 1,250.629 units. 

SIMULATION RUN COMPARISONS 

Although the only variations made from run to run were in the ratios 
among the numbers of thieves, fences, and customers, these differences do 
provide a basis for comparing simulation runs and therefore, making a pre
liminary examination of the potential sensitivity of the simulation model. 
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Figure 5. Event Detail Report showing status after the theft event 
involving Thief 72 and Fence 7, during Run 2. 
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Figure 6. Event Detail Report showing status after the fencing event 
involving Fence 3 and Customer 34, during Run 2. 
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The summary statistics reported in the Summary Statistics Report of day 364 
were each charted for the four simulation runs. These charts are presented 
in figures on the following pages. They are provided here primarily to give 
the reader some feeling for the kinds of assessments possible through use 
of the model. There is no implication whatever that these results accur
ately reflect the characteristics of organized fencing within the State of 
California or any where else. What the.y do show, however, is the type of 
results obtainable with the simulation model as currently configured, and 
some of the types of experimentation possible by the analyst through mani
pulation of the model: 

Some of the preliminary results are sufficiently interesting to bear 
further investigation~ from two points of view--to learn more about the 
nature of organized fencing and to learn more about the operation of the 
simulatiQn model. For example, Figure 7 shows a notable increase in theft 
rate per day during Run 3. During this run, the number of fences was re
duced relative to the number of thieves and number of customers. As shown 
in Figure 7, theft rate for both firearms and typewriters were substantially 
greater during this run than during the other runs; the impact on television 
sets and jewelry was relatively minor, on the other hand. 

In Figure 8, Run 2 is shown to have produced a substantial increase 
in value per theft for typewriters, but to have had relatively little impact 
on . .t' ,tYiher commod"ty types--jewelry, firearms, and television sets. In 
Run ?: J.e number of thieves was reduced relative to the numbers of fences and 
customers. The results shown in Figures 9 and 10 are consistent with those 
shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows that the average number of units stolen 
per theft was greater in Run 2 for typewriters; Figure 10 shows that amount 
received per theft by the thief was greater in Run 2 for typewriters. 

The impact of reducing the number of fences relative to numbers of 
thieves and customers in Run 3 was, as shown in Figure 7, to increase the 
theft rate, particularly for firearms and television sets. As shown in 
Figure 11, the increase in theft rate combined with the smaller number of 
fences to result in significantly greater numbers of unfenced goods held by 
fences in Run 3 than in the other runs. The greatest contrast ;s between 
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[, 

Runs 2 and 3. In Run 2, the reduction in ratio of thieves to fences and 
customers produced low levels of unfenced goods, whereas in Run 3 the re
duction in ratio of fences to thieves and customers produced relatively 
high levels of unfenced goods. 

The results shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 suggest that reducing 
the number of customers relative to thieves and fences substantially re
duces both the value and the number of stolen goods fenced per day, for each 
conmodity type. 

The average number of stolen goods held by customers appeared to be 
relatively immune to the manipulation of ratios among numbers of thieves, 
fences and customers. As shown in Figure 14, average holdings of stolen 
goods were relatively stable over the four simulation runs. 

Finally, as shown in Figure 15, there were some slight differences 
among the different commodity types relative to average Market Cost. For 
example, highest average Market Cost for typewriters occurred during Runs 1 
and 2, and the lowest average Market Cost occurred during Run 3. On the 
other hand, the lowest average Market Cost for jewelry varied hardly at all. 
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Figure 12. Average value of stolen goods of each commodity type fenced 
per day in each simulation run. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A working, computer-based simulation of organized fencing was de
veloped. The simulation model encompassed the primary entities, events, 
and relationships that comprise the fencing of stolen goods at the pro
fessional level. Furthermore, the model appears to be of sufficient scope 
and flexibility to enable criminal intelligence analysts to gain an under
standing of fencing operations, to provide ~ framework for building a 
theory of organized fencing, and to examine the potential impact of stra
tegic countermeasures. 

However, although the simulation model is useful in its present 
form, further testing and refinement are required. At this point, the 
model has not been subjected to any operational testing involving analyt
ical personnel nor has it been designed in conformance with human factors 
engineering principles. For example, there are numerous improvements 
needed in the organization, formatting, and content of both inputs to the 
model and outputs from simulation runs. Operational testing is likely to 
reveal the need for additional changes that will enhance the potential of 
the model. 

The results of the project suggest that simulation models are poten
tially useful tools, in general, for the analysis of organized crime. Al
though the computer simulation of organized fencing was, admittedly, a 
project of limited scope, the experience revealed several potential bene
fits. First, the development process itself forces issues and questions 
that must be faced and handled at greater levels of detail than they would 
otherwise. Second, a simulation model provides a framework for organizing 
what is known about an organized criminal system, and, through manipulation 
of key variables, a way to develop greater understanding of how the systems 
might operate. Third, after confidence has been gained that th~ model ad
equately reflects the real system, strategic countermeasures can be devel
oped and their impact estimated prior to the expenditure of personnel and 
equipment resources. Finally, the simulation model appears to have poten
tial as a training aid, providing a means for "hands on" training to facil
itate learning about the more complex and sophisticated criminal systems. 
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APPENDIX 

ORGANIZED FENCING SIMULATION 

DATA INPUT 

SIMULATION RUN SET-UP 

1. STOP the run after ____ DAYS. 

2. Provi de EVENT DETAIL starti ng at DAY ___ _ 

3. Provide EVENT DETAIL for (NUMB~R) of events. ----
C~~~!!~~~::] Only about two events can be printed out per sheet; C!\uniN therefore, caution should be exercised to avoid 

getting more printed material than can be used. 

4. Print PERIODIC CUMULATIVE EVENT SUMMARY every ____ DAYS. 

5. Print SUMMARY STATISTICS every ____ PERIODS. 

6. Lowest purchase price acceptable to thief or fence (before discount) 

is (PROPORTION) of the market price. 

COMMODITY DATA 

7. Number of COMMODITY TYPES in this run is ____ (MAXIMUM = 10). 

COMMODITY TYPE MARKET RISK FACTOR FENCE-CUSTOMER PROPORTlON 

NO. NAME PRICE ($) A B 
l1RANSACTION OF MKT PR 
TIME (DAYS) TO THIEF 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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CUSTOMER DATA 
8. Number of CUSTOMERS this run is ________ (MAXIMUM = 100). 

COMMOlJITY MAXIMUM COMMODITY MAXIMUM 
CUSTOMER TYPE TURNOVER SUPPLY CUSTOMER TYPE TURNOVER SUPPLY 

NO. NO. RATE (NO. ) NO. NO. RATE (NO. ) 
,)/ 

1 26 

2 27 

3 28 

4 29 
, 

5 30 

6 31 

7 32 ; 

8 33 

9 34 

10 35 

11 36 

12 37 

13 38 

14 39 

15 40 

16 41 

17 42 

18 43 

19 44 

20 45 

21 46 

22 47 

23 48 

24 49 

/ 
/ 25 

\ 50 
.j 
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CUSTOMER DATA (Cont.) 

COMMODITY MAXIMUM CUMMODITY MAXIMUM 
CUSTOMER TYPE TURNOVER SUPPLY CUSTOMER TYPE TURNOVER SUPPLY 

NO. NO. RATE (NO. ) NO. NO. RATE (NO. ) 

51 76 

52 77 

53 78 

54 79 

55 80 

56 81 

57 82 

58 83 

59 84 

60 85 

61 86 

62 87 

63 88 

64 89 

65 90 

66 91 

67 92 

68 93 

69 94 

70 95 

71 96 
-

72 97 

73 98 

74 99 

75 100 
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THIEF TYPE DATA 

9. Number of THIEF TYPES this run is ___ (l or 2). 

AMOUNT STOLEN PER THEPT 
THIEF COMMODITY TYPE NUMBER 
TYPE 

1 2 3 4 5 

AVERAGE 

1 MINIMUM 

MAXIMUM 

AVERAGE 

2 MINIMUM 

MAXIMUM 

r--

AMOUNT STOLEN PER THEFT 
THIEF COMMODITY TYPE NUMBER TYPE 

6 7 8 9 10 

AVERAGE 

1 MINIMUM 

MAXIMUM 

AVERAGE 

2 MINIMUM 

MAXIMUM 
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FENCE DATA 

10. NUMBER OF FENCES this run is (MAX lMUM = 20). 

I 1 

FENCE NO. '1 

I 
2 3 4 

-~: 

CAPITAL ($) 

I I 
FENCE NO. S 

I 
7 8 

CAPITAL ($' 

I 
FENCE NO. 9 

I 
10 

I 
11 12 

CAPITAL ($~ 

I 1 

FENCE NO. 13 

I 
14 15 16 

CAPITAL ($) 

I I 
FENCE NO. 17 

I 
18 19 20 ' 

CAPITAL ($) 
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THIEF DATA 
11. Number of THIEVES this run is ___ (MAXIMUM = 200). 

THIEF TYPE $ NEED FENCE THIEF TYPE $ NEED' FENCE 
NO. (lor 2) PER DAY NO. NO. (lor 2) PER DAY NO. 

1 26 

2 27 

3 28 

4 29 

5 30 

6 31 

7 32 
1-' 

8 33 

9 34 

10 35 

11 36 

12 37 

13 38 

1.4 39 

15 40 

16 41 

17 42 

18 43 

19 44 

20 45 

21 46 -

22 47 

23 48 

24 49 

25 50 
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THIEF DATA (Cont.) 

THIEF TYPE $ NEED FENCE 
NO. (lor 2) PER DAY NO. 

THIEF TYPE $ NEED' FENCE 
NO. n or 2) PER DAY NO. 

51 76 ,. 

52 77 

53 78 

54 79 

55 80 

56 81 

57 82 

58 83 

59 84 

.60 85 

61 86 

62 87 

63 88 

64 89 

65 90 

66 91 

67 92 

68 93 

69 94 

70 95 

71 96 

72 97 

73 98 

74 99 

75 100 

60 
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THIEF DATA (Cont.) 

THIEF TYPE $ NEED FENCE THIEF TYPE $ NEED FENCE 
NO. (1 or 2) PER DAY NO. NO. (lor 2) PER DAY NO. 

101 126 

102 127 

103 128 

104 129 

105 130 

106 131 

107 132 

108 133 

109 134 

110 135 

111 136 

112 137 

113 138 

114 139 

115 140 

116 141 

117 142 

118 143 

119 144 

120 145 

121 146 

122 147 

123 148 

124 149 

125 .150 
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THIEF DATA (Cont.) 

THIEF TYPE $ NEED FENCE 
NO. (lor 2) PER DAY NO. 

THIEF TYPE $ NEED' FENCE 
NO. o or 2) PER DAY NO. 

151 176 

152 177 

153 178 

154 179 

155 180 

156 181 

157 182 

158 183 

159 184 

160 185 

161 186 

162 187 

163 188 

1,64 189 

165 190 

166 191 

167 192 

168 193 

169 194 

170 195 

171 196 

172 197 

173 198 

174 199 
• 

175 200 
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